
 
 

 

Group Gears Up to Fight ‘False Dichotomy’ in the 
Active vs. Passive Debate 
By Francesca Friday August 29, 2019 

The Investment Adviser Association’s Active Managers Council (AMC) has unveiled its new leadership slate 

across several committees as the group continues to work to disabuse investors of the idea they must choose 

between active and passive strategies. 

“The conversation about active and passive has devolved into a false dichotomy,” says Karen Barr, president and 

CEO of the Investment Adviser Association. “Both have very important roles to play for investors.” 

The “horse race” narrative of active versus passive investing “does investors a disservice,” Barr cautions, by 

spreading misinformation on both sides. 

Among the latest recruits enlisted to help lead the effort of cutting through the “active versus passive” debate 

is Natixis chief market strategist Dave Lafferty, who will be the chairman of the Active Managers Council’s 

steering committee. Lafferty previously served as chair of the AMC research task force. 

Fidelity Investments managing director of research Darby Nielson will serve as the new chair of the research task 

force, replacing Lafferty. 

David McSpadden, executive VP of global marketing at Franklin Templeton, will lead the communications task 

force. He replaces David Loevner, CEO of Harding Loevner, who previously held that post. 

AMG senior policy advisor Chris Carsman will serve as chair of the policy task force for a second term. Carsman 

is the first and only policy task force chair since the steering committee and task forces were formally organized in 

April 2018. 

The group also named two new companies to its steering committee: MFS and Horizon Investments. 

Other firms on the 2019-2020 committee include AMG, Ariel Investments, Fidelity, Franklin Templeton, Harding 

Loevner, Invesco, J.P. Morgan, and Natixis. 



The Active Managers Council was formed in 2017 to promote the value of active strategies amid surging interest 

in passive products. It counts 23 companies among its members, according to its website. 

Overall, the percentage of assets in passive products has jumped significantly over the past five years, climbing 

from about 26% of all money in U.S. long-term mutual funds and ETFs as of December 2012 to almost 40% as of 

July 2019, according to data from Morningstar Direct. 

Meanwhile, actively managed U.S. open-ended ETFs and mutual funds have bled $24.4 billion during the first 

seven months of 2019. Conversely, passive strategies have attracted $258.2 billion during the same time period. 

Fueling the movement away from active investing is a limited industrywide definition of actively managed funds. 

“Rumors of the death of active have been greatly exaggerated,” says director of global ETF research at 

Morningstar Ben Johnson. The rise of smart beta or factor ETFs, which often incorporate an active approach, 

create a gray area between traditional active and index strategies that often gets left out of the discussion. 

Shops like Fidelity, Franklin Templeton, and J.P. Morgan, for example have products that span the active-passive 

spectrum, he notes. 

To quell misconceptions that either active or passive is a superior investment type, the council targets 

policymakers on Capitol Hill to educate them on the benefits of embracing both strategies and intervene “when 

legislation might be placing a finger on the scale.” 

Since launching roughly two years ago, the council’s research task force has sponsored several academic literary 

reviews and worked with fund shops to publish white papers highlighting the role of active management, while the 

communications task force promotes the research to policymakers and investors. 

The induction of new leadership and member firms to the Active Managers Council reflects “the importance for 

the active managers to have a stronger voice in the industry,” Barr says. 

The future of active and passive management will be more influenced by the strategies’ tendency to blend 

together rather than compete for sales, Morningstar’s Johnson says. “Significant inflows into nominally passive 

funds are not the death of active management but, rather, its evolution,” he says. 
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